Tilt Sash Replacement Kits
Weather Shield® Premium Windows

Heavy Duty Protection You Can Count On
Sash exteriors feature low-maintenance, heavy-duty extruded aluminum cladding that resists denting, dimpling, fading and chalking far better than thinner roll-formed aluminum exteriors found on many other brands of windows.

Weather Stripping
Both sash feature double weather stripping that provides a strong, positive seal for greater resistance to air and water infiltration.

Everything You Need To Get Started
Tilt sash replacement kits include two sash with sash lock and keeper, two jamb liners with calibrated balances, eight jamb liner brackets with stainless steel screws, two vinyl sash stops and a head parting stop and weather strip.

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

STEP 1: Remove the old sash by taking out the inside stop mouldings from the side jambs using a pry bar or putty knife.
STEP 2: Cut out all cords and weights. Remove the bottom sash first, then the top sash.
STEP 3: Prepare the frame by positioning the brackets for the vinyl jamb liner about 4” from the top and bottom. Secure in place.
STEP 4: Install the vinyl jamb liner by placing the foam gasket at the top of each liner, place against brackets and snap in.
STEP 5: Install the sash by holding the top sash at 90 degrees and level with the cams in the vinyl jamb liner. Engage the corner pins and tilt the sash upright in the vinyl track while sliding the sash down. Repeat with the bottom sash.

More detailed instructions are included with each Tilt Sash Replacement Kit.
Hardware Options

Sash replacement kits offer all-metal hardware that's available in a choice of seven of today's most popular finishes.

**Zo·shield** is unlike any glass system in the world. It delivers the most energy efficient result you can achieve from the newest glazing technologies. And that means unparalleled performance in lowering energy use and utility bills, preventing sun damage and protecting the environment. Our exclusive Zo·shield glazing system features multiple layers of Low E coatings that reflect heat and optimize home heating/cooling systems.

To see how you can save up to 30% on your energy bills, go to zoeshield.com and click the "Save Money" icon.

**Divided Lite Profile Options**

Give your home its own distinctive look with a choice of Simulated Divided Lite (SDL), aluminum airspace or removable wood perimeter grilles in an array of shapes and sizes, including specialty and custom grille patterns.

**Exterior Colors**

Weather Shield's exclusive Accentials™ Distinctive Colors & Finishes program offers a choice of eight standard (shown below) and 47 designer colors, or any custom color under the sun. Eight anodized aluminum exterior finishes are also available.

**Unrivaled Interior Wood Choices**

Unlike other window manufacturers that offer few interior wood options, or choices that are actually thin veneers, Weather Shield's exclusive Custom Wood Interiors Collection® includes eight wood species that are machined from solid wood. This makes it easy to elegantly complement cabinets, furniture, oors and trim throughout your home.

**Hardware Options**

Sash replacement kits offer all-metal hardware that's available in a choice of seven of today's most popular finishes.

**Zo·shield**

- One pane of glass and one laminated pane
- One EasyCare surface
- One multi-layer Low E coating
- One inert gas-filled insulating airspace
- One Real Warm Edge Spacer

**Zo·shield 5**

- Two panes of glass
- One EasyCare surface
- One multi-layer Low E coating
- One inert gas-filled insulating airspace
- One Real Warm Edge Spacer

**Insul Low E² with Argon gas**

- Two panes of glass
- One Low E² surface
- One Argon gas-filled insulating airspace
- Warm Edge Spacer

**Insul Low E²**

- Two panes of glass
- One Low E² surface
- One insulating airspace
- Warm Edge Spacer
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